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history of graphic
prod u c t i o n
4
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timeline

1796
Lithography invented
by A. Senefelder

1455
Gutenberg prints
his first Bible
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1884
Linotype invented
by O. Mergenthaler

1879
Hatch Show Print
opens in Nashville

1959
Letraset company
founded in London

1946
Phototypesetting
invented by R.
Higonnet and L.
Moyroud

2003
Adobe Creative
Suite released

1984
First Apple Macintosh
computer released
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paper
Sumeria | 3500BCE

China | 105CE

Cuneiform was carved into a wet clay tablet

Paper as we know it today was

with a wedge-shaped stylus. Once the clay

invented in China during the Han

dried, the text could not be changed and

Dynasty. Once the first paper was made

the tablet could not be reused.

using rags and plant fibers, the technique
spread throughout Asia and the Islamic world

Egypt & Mediterranean | 3000BCE

before finally reaching Europe in the 1000s.

The papyrus reed, which was abundant along
the Nile, was written on with damp

Europe | 500s CE

ash. Pieces of papyrus were connected

Parchment and vellum were used in place of

to make large surfaces that were then

paper during the Middle Ages. Parchment is

rolled. Since the sheets were made from

made from animal skin, and vellum is made

an organic material, they rotted over time.

from baby animal skin. Both are treated,
smoothed, stretched, and lightened. When

Roman Empire | 100BCE

sheets of parchment or vellum were

Tablets of wax were mounted into wooden

folded, sewn, and stacked, they formed

frames that were then connected in

a book-like structure called a codex.

the middle with a cord. The markings
scratched into the wax could be
changed by rubbing them away.
This hinged structure was
an early precursor to the
modern book form.
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printing processes
Intaglio

of letterforms and shapes that are then printing many times. Unlike,

Intaglio printing, which is the opposite of letterpress printing, is

intaglio printing, a texture may or may not be transferred when using a

characterized by the etching of the image itself onto a metal plate. Ink

letterpress. A kiss impression touches the paper to the ink just enough

is rolled over the entire plate, and then wiped away from the surface

to apply the ink. A bite impression, on the other hand, presses the plate

only so that the ink remains in the grooves. Paper is laid over the inked

and paper together such that an impression is left behind.

plate, and both are pressed tightly together by a roller. The ink transfers
to the paper, as does a texture.

Serigraphy
Serigraphy, also called screen printing and silkscreen printing, is a

Lithography

technique that presses the ink onto the substrate through a mesh

Developed in 1796, lithography is a printing technique that relies on

material. A stencil ensures that the ink is only applied to certain areas.

the inability of oil and water to mix. The term lithography comes from

Ink is applied to the mesh, and then a squeegee is pressed across to

the Greek word lithos, meaning stone, because the oil, water, and ink

transfer the ink.

are applied to a smooth stone slab. The stone is treated with an oilbased mixture where the design or image is and with a water-based

Digital

mixture where the empty space is. When oil-based ink is applied,

Digital printing is what most people think of when they think of

it sticks only to the oil-based mixture. The prepared stone is then

printing, and it can refer to both toner-based and inkjet printing.

pressed against a piece of paper to transfer the image.

Xerography is a type of digital printing that does not use liquid ink but
instead uses a dry powder called toner. Unlike earlier print methods,

10

Letterpress

digital printing does not require a plate to produce the image. Rather

Letterpress printing, which is the opposite of intaglio printing, requires

than sinking into the substrate, the ink or toner forms a thin layer

applying ink to a raised surface. That surface is then pressed against

on top of the substrate. Digital printing is accessible to most and is

paper using a press or roller. Letterpress usually involves a lockup

cheaper for shorter runs.
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pantone

color spectrums

Pantone is a company that, contrary to popular belief, does not

Humans have three cones (which detect red, blue, and green), so we

manufacture inks. Rather, they create a color reference system that

see violet, blue, green, yellow, orange and red.

is used around the world to ensure consistency and vibrancy. Other
systems similar to Pantone are also used, like the HKS system in

Dogs have two cones (which detect blue and green), so they can only

Germany, the RAL system in Europe, and both the Toyo and DIC

see blue, green, and a little yellow.

systems in Japan. Pantone inks are mixed specially by experts and are
applied as spot colors during the printing process. CMYK printers,

Butterflies have five cones (which detect red, blue, green, and

such as digital printers, may or may not accurately

ultraviolet), so they see colors that we have no names for. The best we

replicate a Pantone color. The Pantone

can do is call them ultraviolet, violet, violet-blue, blue, blue-green, green,

Bridge book, shown here, pairs

green-yellow, yellow, yellow-orange, orange, red-orange, and red.

true Pantone colors with
their closest CMYK

Mantis shrimp have 16 cones, of which at least 8 are color receptors

equivalent.

(like our red, blue, and green cones) and at least 4 are ultraviolet
receptors. Theoretically, mantis shrimp can see deep into the ultraviolet
spectrum as well as 5 or more kinds of each violet, blue, green, yellow,
orange, and red. Deeper research into them has shown, however, that
they are able to differentiate colors less than humans are. It turns out
that their eyes are adapted to recognize colors, not discern between
them like ours have adapted to do.
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a s s ig n m e n t s
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textbook
Starting Questions

Printing Black

What is the project about? What is

There are many ways to print black when using four-color printing

the budget? When is the deadline?

because different designers use different formulas of cyan, magenta,

What type of job is it? Who is

and yellow to make black. In general, though, blacks can be flat, warm,

printing it? What is the paper size?

neutral, or cool. Registration black is another type of black, and it is

What is the page size? What kind

formed using 100% cyan, magenta, and yellow. This results in 400% ink,

of paper is being used? How many

which is well above the typical threshold of 300% ink in any area.

pieces of paper are there? How

Flat Black

many colors? How many copies?

0/0/0/100

Color Modes & Bit Depths
The bit depth of images acts a little like a binary code in that each bit
can be “on” or “off.” In a 1-bit images, this means the color can be black
or white. An 8-bit image, then, has 8 “on/off ” switches which results in

Warm Black
35/60/60/100

256 combinations or colors. By the time an image is 24-bit or 32-bit,
millions of colors can be created.

16

Registration Black

Color Mode

Bit Depth

Channels

Number of Colors

Bitmap

1-bit

1

2

Greyscale

8-bit

1

256 shades of grey

RGB

24-bit

3

16.7 million

CMYK

32-bit

4

16.7 million

100/100/100/100

Cool Black
70/35/40/100
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print production
Life Cycle of a Print Job

Thermographic Printing
Thermographic printing gives the appearance of a letterpress print,
but isn’t as labor-intensive to produce. First, the area is printed with
slow-drying ink. A resin-based powder is applied to the wet ink, and
any excess powder is vacuumed up. The substrate is exposed to heat,
which combines the ink and powder and causes them to rise. When
the paper cools, that area hardens.
Color Space
Lab Color, the outer area of this diagram, represents what the human
eye can see. Adobe RGB is more limited than the human eye, but
includes more colors than sRGB. CYMK is even more limited than
sRGB, but it does include some cyan-based colors that sRGB doesn’t.

18
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the eight folding families
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Accordion
Accordion folds alternate parallel folding
directions to create zig-zag pleats.
Variations include... wrapped, stepped, & swinger

Parallel
Parallel folds have panels that fold parallel to
and in the same direction as previous folds.
Variations include... double, triple, & 10-page

Basic
Basic folds place a single crease in the material.
Variations include... 4-page standard, 8-page
standard, trifold, & tent fold

Poster
Poster folds are made up of one base fold
and one finishing fold, and can very greatly
Variations include... tri-fold with double parallel

Gate
Gate folds have two or more panels that
fold into the center from opposite sides.
Variations include... closed, double, & open

Roll
Roll folds are made of four or more panels
that roll into each other.
Variations include... reverse & asymmetrical

Map
Map folds are a subset of accordion fold with
a right-angle fold applied to the accordion.
Variations include... 2, 3, & 4 story

Specialty
Specialty folds are folds that fall beyond the
range of these other fold types.
Variations include... iron cross, petal, & twist

21

fi el d t r i p s
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terri price-deep

Terri Price-Deep is a creative consultant with Millcraft in Columbus.

millcraft paper

University, she began working with Millcraft after ten years in the field.

After majoring in marketing and minoring in graphic design at Indiana
Her current job, which is Business Developer and Creative Specialist,
is mostly marketing with a side of sales. Terri gives presentations about
paper to let designers and printers know about new papers, and also
aids people in selecting appropriate paper for all kinds of projects.
Terri discussed the environmental impact of the paper industry, which
is often misrepresented. Millcraft is FSC-certified (Forest Stewardship

“
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Council), as are many other companies in the industry. Additionally, the
paper industry plants six trees for each one that is taken, and they use
The paper industry is a lot more sustainable than people think

the “cherry picking” method to protect wildlife. Paper can also be tree-

it is. Years ago, changes were made to be more environmentally

free since materials like hemp can be used instead, and uncoated paper

friendly, and they continue today.

can be made of up to 100% recycled material.
25

ig l oo l e t t e r p re s s

Allison Chapman started Igloo Letterpress 22 years ago when she

letterpress pr inting

young, Allison worked alongside her grandfather on a child-sized press

received several vintage presses from her grandfather. When she was
that he bought for her when she was in kindergarten. Now, she owns
and runs a thriving letterpress business that is only a couple blocks
from her home. Igloo combines many of Allison’s passions and offers a
variety of services like custom jobs and classes open to the public.
Allison explained some printing techniques that can add a little
something extra to a piece. One of her favorites is transparent white

“
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ink, which creates a subtle tone-on-tone effect. Blind impressions are
also popular and achieve a similar effect. Edge painting can be applied
I started working letterpresses when I was in kindergarten. My

to stacks of thinner pages or to thick stock. Allison also explained the

grandfather used a letterpress, and I would keep him company.

difference between kiss and bite impressions: while a kiss impression

He bought me a child-sized press so we could work together.

just touches the paper, a bite impression leaves behind a physical form.
27

wes t c a m p p re ss

On our visit to West Camp, we met Chris Dean, Matt Cooperrider,

digital, offset, & grand for mat pr inting

printer with about 150 employees and four locations. Since print has

and Ed Evans, who explained that West Camp is a large regional
been struggling lately, the company has diversified into using a variety
of materials and substrates to create targeted, customized runs. On
the tour, we visited three main areas, one each for digital printing, offset
lithographic printing, and grand format printing.
The digital printers are used for shorter runs, prints on smaller paper,
and customized jobs. The offset lithographic printer, on the other hand,

“
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is used for large runs. The West Camp offset printer puts out up to
18,000 sheets per hour, can print up to six colors and a varnish, and
It’s the digital age, so print is struggling. To stay in business as a

auto-adjusts settings every 16 sheets. West Camp also has two wide

printer, we had to adapt. We offer a lot of materials, sizes, and

format printers, which lay down entire pieces in one pass and can

customization options.

complete a six-pass job on a 62x104 inch substrate in under a minute.
29

k o b ol t st ud i o s

Kobolt Studios was started in 1995 by Jerry Ulibarri, and began by

environment design

employees, Kobolt completes custom fabrication jobs for places

producing murals and sculptures for clients. Now, with around eight
like Jeni’s Ice Cream, the Columbus Zoo, and COSI. Jerry and Chris
explained how important it is for us as designers to respect the skills
of fabricators we work with, and how we should know our dimensions,
materials, budgets, and deadlines. And the basic mechanics of gravity.
Kobolt’s murals are almost always done on canvas that is shipped to
the client, and a variety of methods are used to add the mural to the

“
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canvas. Many of Kobolt’s sculptures involve molds, but Jerry added that
larger pieces are carved by hand, since 3D-scanning a large object is
It’s important that you guys, as designers, don’t tell the

more difficult. Kobolt also uses MDF, which is similar to particle board.

fabricators you work with what to do. Tell them what you

It is much cheaper and more predictable than actual wood, and looks

want to accomplish and trust them to do it well.

just like real wood when cut with a router and hand painted.
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d a n i t e s i g n m a ke rs

At DaNite Sign Makers, Jennifer Bender (the creative director) and

sign making

While building a sign takes about two weeks and installing it takes

Mike Cox (the service manager) explained the nuances of sign making.
about six hours, getting it approved takes a month. Building a sign for a
client involves not only selecting forms and materials but also navigating
codes, ordinances, and commissions. Since half of all customers are
brought in with a sign, it’s an important balancing act.
Real neon has been making a comeback. In them, three gases are used:
neon, argon, and phosphor. Neon glows red, argon glows blue, and

“
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phosphor glows white. When these colors are combined with different
colored tubes, almost any color can be created. Fake neon, made from
Not a lot of people have the skill set to make signs anymore.

LEDs, is more sustainable, but it can’t be bent as tightly as real neon.

The cost of a custom-made sign doesn’t come from the

However, since only a small number of people know how to service

materials, it comes from the skilled labor needed.

neon, the decision between real and fake neon can be difficult.
33

ch u t e g e rde m a n

Chute Gerdeman is a high-end design firm that creates experiences

exper ience design

goal is to match the perception of their client’s (usually preexisting)

and environments for their clients and their clients’ customers. Their
brand to a space and thus encourage brick & mortar stores through
those experiences. At Chute Gerdeman, all the employees work
together to manage timelines, budgets, and expectations while
combining technicality with personability.
Within Chute Gerdeman, there are several departments that work
together throughout the design process, each playing a critical role in

“
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creating an experience for the client. For example, the architectural
design team connects with construction workers, contractors, and
We aren’t interior designers. We don’t design just a space.

architects to ensure smooth on-site problem-solving. The digital design

We design the space, the signage, the interactions. We create

lab team helps the client visualize the solution by creating rendering,

environments that have a specific experience.

panoramas, VR experiences, animations, and computer walk-throughs.
35

gl o s s a r y
Accordion fold: a fold characterized by a zig-zag pattern

Mantis shrimp: a sea animal that has 16 cones, but cannot
differentiate colors as well as a human

Basic fold: a fold characterized by it’s simplicity
Map fold: a fold characterized by an accordion fold in addition
Bit depth: a measurement of color complexity in an image; each bit

another type of fold

acts like an “on/off ” switch
Pantone: a company responsible for a widely-used color-reference
Bite impression: a printing method that transfers the ink to the paper

system

and leaves behind an impression
Parallel fold: a fold characterized by it’s parallel creases
Cherry picking method: a method of cutting trees that doesn’t
remove all the trees in an area; protects forest wildlife

Poster fold: a fold characterized by the use of two fold styles

Digital printing: printing done by toner or inkjet

Registration black: a black made of 100% cyan, 100% magenta, and
100% yellow

Gate fold: a fold characterized by outward-opening panels
Roll fold: a fold characterized by the ability of the piece to roll in
Intaglio: printing done by pressing paper against inked wells
Serigraphy: also called screen-printing; printing done by pressing ink
Kiss impression: a printing method that transfer to the ink to the

through a mess screen

paper and does not leave behind an impression
Specialty fold: a fold that falls outside the other characteristics
Letterpress: printing done by pressing paper against inked blocks
lithography: printing done by placing oil and water side by side
36

Thermographic printing: printing done using heat to raised areas
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